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FOREWORD

The tenth session of the WMO Commission for Instruments ami Methods of Observation reestablished in 1989 the Working Group on Weather Radars to study various aspects of radar and its
uses in meteorological service. One of these was the use of radar in detecting severe weather
phenomena.
The capability of a radar to detect instantaneously over large areas precipitation in all its forms
- rain, snow and hail - makes it a valuable tool in detecting hazardous weather phenomena, such as
tropical cyclones, hurricanes and thunderstorms. The increasing use of Doppler weather radar has
improved our ability to observe also mesoscale features·of the wind field.
Whenever a country is threatened hy any from of violent weather, its Meteorological Service
is asked to provide reliable observational information in real time as effectively as possible to
forecasters and the public. In this context, these two papers contributed by the Working Group on
Weather Radars will provi.Je a much appreciated review of various methods Umt can be used. In view
of the rapid progress in tit ..~ field of radar techniques, updated reviews on this topic will probably be
needed from time to time.
I wish to thank Ute chairmen (Drs. Puhakka and Saarikivi) and Ute members of U1e Working
Group on Weather Radars for Uteir valuable work.

(Dr. J. Kruus)
Presi<.lent of the Commission for
Instruments <tn<.l Metho<.ls of Observation

IN'I'RODUC'l'JON

The advanced remote sensing techniques, such as the use of conventional or Doppler weather
radar, are able to provide useful and in many cases indispensable information on severe weather
phenomena, e.g. hurricanes, tornadoes, thunderstorms and other vigorous forms of atmospheric
disturbances. However, the effective use of these techniques is complicated and requires knowledge of
specialized methods and procedures.
The use of weather radar in detecting hazardous weather phenomena and especially tropical
cyclones was one of the terms of reference for the CIMO-X Working Group on Weather Radars. Two
valuable papers were written on this subject. The first one presents various methods for severe weather
recognition in the light of known geographical and seasonal variations. The second paper reviews the
utilization of Doppler radar as one element of the Global Monitoring System. Various methods for
land-based or airborne radars are presented.
The members of the working group agreed that the two papers present a concise review of the
current state of art in this field and contain very useful information, and thus should be made available
to all WMO Members.

(Dr. P. Saarikivi)
Chairperson of the
Working Group on Weather Radars

Results of the Working Group
on Weather Radars

Part 1:
SEVERE WEATHER RECOGNITION
by
Georgy G. Shchukin
Main Geophysical Observatory
St.Petersburg, Russia

CIMO Working Group of Weather Radars
Severe Weather Recognition
Purpose: To review and to propose rules for recognition
of severe weather events in the light of known
geographical and seasonal variations in order
to take advantage of all new possibilities, especially in the use .of Doppler radars
INTRODUCTION
History of the with convective clouds connected hazardous
events identification using radar characteristics begins practically together with the beginning of radars applying for the
storms warning.
By development of identification Criteria and algorhythms
researchers had always to take into account technical and ope~
rational properties of given radars, users requirements and
properties of the identification objects as well.
Cumulonimbus clouds, when travelling over territory observed from radar, can go through three phases of their development, form unities with neighbour clouds, develop themselves
in the presence of stratiform clouds and, according to atmospheric conditions and cloud's intern characteristics be accompanied by such hazardous weather events as tornadoes, squalls;
hail, thunderstorms and heavy rains.
For many years users were satisfied with information on
potentially hazardous events in cumulonimbus cloudiness and
with prognose of their movements. The recent development of radar techniques connected with automatization of observations
using computers for incoherent radars and with applying of Doppler and polarization radars allows it, along with the hazardous events improved identification, to achieve the quantitative
data on movements and streams accompanying convective clouds
in real time and to evaluate this way the risk grade by processing of concrete tasks.
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1. Radar criteria of events hazardousness for

incoherent weather radars
Experience shows, that a convective cloud can be thunderstorm or hail hazardous, if the top of it's radioechoe exceeds
some level [3]. This level depends on convection development
conditions on day of observation, on climatic characteristics
of the region and on other factors the role of which is not so
obvious at first. The height of a thunderstorm radioechoe is
the dominant factor influencing the thunderstorm's electrical
activity [ 3, 5J.
The height of the thunderstorm's radioechoe depends clearly on lattitude. So the mean height of thunderstorm's radioechoe is 11.2 km in USA and 8.9 km in CIS. In USA, 18.5% of
8858 observed thunderstorms had the height gradation H=6.9 km,
while in CIS 56.1% of 19000 thunderstorms had this gradation;
gradation 9-12 km having 32.5% thunderstorms in USA and 34.9%
in CIS; gradation >12 km- 51% in USA and 9% in CIS [8J.
Radar characteristics of thunderstorms for european region
of CIS in the area between 45 N and 60 N as a function of zero
isotherm height H 0 ~, are given in Table 1 [8J.
All data was achieved by vertical section method in 40 km
radius from th_e radar. ( 2067 thunderstorms). From this table it
is evident, that the number of thunderstorms, the mean and maximal heights of their radioechoes are increasing by increased
height of zero isotherm. The mean thickness of supercooled zo~
ne CAH = H - H0 cc. ) changes relatively insignificant and has a
value of 4.7-5.6 km
According to the top height of thunderstorms radioechoes
we identify a weak 'thunderstorm by H < 7 km, a strong thunderstorm by H > 10 km and a catastrophic thunderstorm by H > 15 - 16 km.
However, by quick changes of extern and intern conditions
of a cumulonimbus cloud's development it is not advisable to
use only this height's criterion, because there will be a too
great number of false alarms by identifying the non-dangerous
Cb-s as thunderstorm clouds. Therefore, threshold criteria are
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Table 1. Statistical dependences of the mean (H~ean) and
the maximal (H~x) height of thunderstorm Cb and supercooled zone's thickness (~H) on the zero isotherm's
height achieved by the vertical section method in 40 km
radius from the weather radar.

CharacteH0 ac , km
ristics
I
I
I
I
I
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used connecting in some way the Cb-s radioechoe height and it's
reflectivity Z (maximal reflectivity over the whole cloud or
in some of it's layers).
A threshold criterion Y = H•lgZ3 ~ 15, where H is maximal
height of Cb-cloud radioechoe in km, lgZ3 = 0.1(Ze~~- 18) value of reflectivity in a layer 2-2.5 km above the zero isotherm level Hooc was proposed by E.MSalman et al. [5,6] for
the storm warning weather radar net of the hydrometeorological
service of the former USSR. By Y > 15 up to 90% of Cb-clouds
are reported as thunderstorms by ground visual observations.
In this relation the lgZ3-value plays the role of a correction
factor representing the effect of reflectivity in the layer
4 to 6 km by identifying the thunderstorm danger in a cloud.
In the year 1978 J.S.Marshall·and S.Radhakant [24] have
proposed a threshold algorhythm for thunderstorms as 35 dBZ by
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the CAPPI-level of 6 km. By the thunderstorm height H = 8 km
this corresponds to the criterion's Y value of 13.6; by H=9 km
Y-value will be 15.3. So we see, that Y-values are not differing much for different countries.
Criterion Y was developed further under consideration of
aerological soundings data at radar's position and using the
quadratic discriminant analysis technique with statistically
significant components by data processing and identification
[ 1, 2' 4J.

To construct a unified discriminant function characteristics of 8673 thunderstorms radioechoes and 2333 heavy rains radioechoes were used together with synchronous data on the -22
isotherm heights.
Total error by thunderstorms and heavy rains identification does not exceed 12.6%, number of unidentified thunderstorms being 3.9%.
Practical experience has shown, that by use of quadratic
discriminant analysis technique it is necessary to take into
account the indefinity zone, i.e. the value of trusting intervall around the discriminant surface U = 0 (fig.1). It allows
to improve the identification rules illustrated by fig. 2. It
has to be emphasized, that decisions on whether there is a hazardous event present are taken under consideration of the aerological sounding data obtained at a distance not exceeding
100 km away from the radar.
For comparison the synchronous thunderstorm observations
carried out by ground-based meteorological stations are used.
All thunderstorms wit~ Y > 13-15 and H_22.oC > 5. 5 km can
be signed with Rt (identification probability not under 90%),
all convective radioechoes with Y < 7-9 representing heavy
rains V . In the zones II to IV a combined method of identification can be applied. In the zone between Y > 9 and U = 0 we
identify thunderstorms(~) (probability< 70%), in the zone
between U = 0 and Y < 13 - R ) (probability 70-80%, curves 1
and 2) . For weak thunderstorms by U = 0 and H_22.oc < 5. 5 km (curves 4 and 5) rules of decision change: by Yc-r < H_2.loc•lgZ
we
identify heavy rains V , between Yc-c- and U = 0 - thunderstorms
( ~ ) ; from U = 0 to Y < 13-15 - thunderstorms ~ ) ; by Y > 1315 - thunderstorms ~ .
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In United States D.R.Green and R.A.Clark [19J have proposed 1971 a new instrument for detecting the hazardous convective regions - vertically integrated liquid water content
(VIL). As was shown by R.C.Elvander and R.j.Donaldson 1975 [13,
16J, VIL is one of the best indicators of strong thunderstorms
to be detected by a weather radar.
VIL denoted as M* is measured in kg/maand is defined
through relation
-6

.Mk = 3. 44 ·1 0
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(
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'

where Z is the reflectivity on the level i of a storm-hazardous cloud, Ah is the altitude difference between layers number i and i+1 in meters. M* represents the mass of liquid
water pro a square unity over the whole vertical length of the
thunderstorm calculated on reflectivity changes data. Addition
process ends, when Z~tl = 0. Usually, ~ h = 1 km for the radar
\VSR-74.
It seems, that for an accurate calculation of VIL it is
necessary to measure the intensity of reflected signals every
2 km, assuming the maximum value of lgZ to be observed in a
thunderstorm cloud being 6.15. This calculation can be easily
made automatically.
Investigations of objective links existing between severe
weather phenomena and quantitative parameters of reflectivity,
carried out in USA, have lead to development of statistical regression relations between hazardous weather events probability for isolated thunderstorm cells and VIL (severe weather probability.SWP) [28J:
SWP = 0.07 + (25.49)(SVG20) + (0.75)(VS1ZE) - (12.64)(SVG15) + (0.04)(VWGT) - (8. 78)(SVG25)
Abbreviations VS1ZE, SVG15, SVG20 and SVG25 corresponds to
cell's regions, where VIL > 2, 15, 20 and 25 kg/m 2 respectively, VWGT characterize the maximal value of VIL in the cell.
Areas of the cell corresponding to each of these predicates are determined by counting the quadrats 4 x 4 nautical miles in size, in which the VIL-value is exceeding the threshold
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value for the given predicate.
USA-scientists have made a conclusion, that the use of SWP
and VIL leads to a decrease of the false alarm probability, a
tendency for false alarms being characteristical for all subjective warning methods. It is a really important conclusion,
because the costs of the resque operations started as a result
of a false alarm are often nearly as big as the damages connected with a real hazardous event.
By development of danger criteria for the NEXRAD-project
the use of criteria based on evaluated properties of physical
processes in Cb-clouds with hail was recommended together with
SWP and VIL parameters. As an example, detection of the weak
radioechoe regions on days with extremal values of CB's radioechoes heights can be named.
There are several methods of hail detection in clouds
[ g, 32].

It is established,
1. Statistical probability method.
that the hail accompanies usually the clouds with heights exceeding 8-10 km having the temperature of -25°to - 30~ C at
the upper edge of the radioechoe, high values of the radar reflectivity, big heights of the increased reflectivity zones etc.
By increasing of the mentioned values the probability of hail
rises. Only the measuring of the whole set of radar characteristics increases the probability of hail detection. Therefore,
a statistical probability technique of the hail clouds detection is proposed based on the determination of three cloud's
parameters: maximal radar reflectivity, temperature value on
the upper edge of radioechoe and temperature value on the ~pper
edge of the increased reflectivity zone. Using these parameters
the probability of hail is calculated from following expression:
1

pr

1 +

nYH ( f t)
"..=s.

Jr ( f;)

where y~C 1:) and cfr ( li) are the conditioned densities of
the parameter's dt~ distribution for the non-hail and hail
clouds respectively, n - the number of parameters.
If the probability value exceeds 0.5, the cloud is consi-
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dered to be a hail cloud.
is
about 95-98%.
By development of a hail cloud the probability of hail increases up to the unity during the hail occurence, and then it
diminishes as the cloud dissipates. The moment of transition
of a cumulonimbus cloud into a hail cloud is determined by the
moment of the upper edge of the increased reflectivity zone
crossing the level of the -10°, -15° C isotherm.
2. Dual-wavelength method. Intensity of the radar signal's
reflection by clouds and precipitation depends on dimensions,
concentration and dielectrical properties of hydrometeors
(drops, hail particles etc.) and on the radar's wavelength. By
increasing of the hydrometeors dimensions the reflectivity increases in such a way, that the relation of reflectivities on
two different wavelengths (say, 3.2 and 10 cm) is constant and
equal approximately to 100 for small particles and diminishes
abruptly - up to 10-100 times - by appearing of the bigger hail
particles. The value of this relation does not depend on the
precipitation intensity and can be used for hail indication.
The dual-wavelength techniques of hail detection in clouds is
based on the mentioned differences in the frequency dependence
of radiowave scattering by the hydrometeors with different dimensions. The main requirement of this method is the equality
of the antennae's diagrams widths and the space coincidence of
the sounding pulses. Practical application of the method requires the measurement of the radioechoe's power and therefore an
exact calibration of the radar. The absolute calibration can
be replaced by a relative calibration for the rain, because
the difference between the reflectivities of the rain's nearest
edge is practically constant independent upon it's intensity,
diminishing abruptly only by presence of hail.
Detection of hail cells based on the picture of the difference of the echoe-signals on indicators is realized through
use of a device extracting the signal of one channel from the
signal of another channel on output of the logarhythmic amplifiers having identical characteristics. On PPI and RHI indicators the hail areas appear as "dark" on the background of equal brightness representing the raining part of the cloud.
The difference method allows it, to select by continuous
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scanning the meteorological targets from the groundclutter, to
detect the hail clouds and to observe the distribution of hail
cells, as well as to evaluate the areas of hail damage.
3. The one-sign criteria. A hail criterion based upon the
measurements of the height and reflectivity of the "kernel" of
the convective clouds radioechoes is given in [32J. Hail on
the ground is registered, when the reflectivity in the lower
part of the "kernel" Ze ~ 46 dBZ, the upper edge of the "kernel" Hup exceeding the level of zero isotherm by 1. 4 km:

Hup~e>'l£~ai Hd'c + 1. 4) km .
A definite criterion of hail independent on the height of
a Cb-cloud is the .presence of "kernels" with a reflectivity of
Ze > 58 dBZ.
We think, a general approach can be formulated, which will
be accepted in the nearest future by forthcoming progress of
the radar automatization techniques [8J. By this approach a cybernetical method based on the image identification theory·
will be used. Meteorological objects will be represented by a
physically grounded complex of radar signal parameters constituting a space of characteristics. This will allow to synthesize a hierarchical classification system with a higher quality and operational reliability than every it's subsystem. Hierarchy of this system is determined in such a way, that_on the
first level elementar decisions are made concerning the Cbcloud character, while on the second level these decisions are
weighted and a complex decision rule is synthesized based on
voting principles.
A similar approach by choosing of complex parameters can
be seen in a number of recent publications connected with the
identification principles of hazardous events in NEXRAD system
[17,18,22,26,34].
2. Criteria of hazardous events identification
for Doppler weather radars.
A broad class of meteorological events hazardous for air
traffic can be detected by use of Doppler meteorological ra-

- 11 dars. Such events are connected, for example, with the wind
shear near the ground, where they can lead to serious difficulties by airplane's landing and starting. Very dangerous are
gust fronts and microbursts. These processes can be identified
by characteristics of the spatial distribution of radial Doppler velocities using 1-2 azimuthal sections under small elevation angles. In USA algorhythms of gust fronts and microbursts automatical identification are developed now for TDWR
(terminal Doppler weather radar) by the firm Raytheon especially for the airports zones. These algorhythms are developed by
specialists of National Laboratory of Severe Storms ( NSSL) in
Oklahoma and of Lincoln Laboratory by Massachusets Technology
Institute.
A gust front is a front of cold air descending from a
thunderstorm cloud. Wind shear and turbulency in such a front
can be dangerous for a landing or taking-off aircraft. A gust
front has usually the form of a long line with small thickness
and can persist for quite a long time. In contrast to it a microburst is a local and not long existing phenomenon connected
with an air stream descending from a convective cloud. A microburst has dimensions of 1 to 4 km and living time of 2 to 5 minutes.
An algorhythm of gust fronts identification was discussed
in [15,21,29,31]. The main idea of the algorhythm is the search
for radial convergency lines in Doppler velocity's field. By
this method two azimuthal 'sections are made under elevation
angles of 0.5 and 1.0 degrees. Along each radial ray it is
searched for segments with radial gradient of.Doppler v~locity
exceeding a threshold value of 4 m/s/km and with Doppler velocity's variation along the distance of 4 km exceeding 10 m/s.
By comparing of such segments in neighbouring rays these segments can be unified to some figures or areas, if they are separated by not more than 2.2 degrees in azimuth and 2 km in
distance. If such an area unifies more than 5 segments, geometrical dimensions of it exceed 5 km and the area can be detected
by both elevation angles, then a conclusion is made, that a
gust front exists in this area. This algorhythm was tested in
Denver airport (Colorado) 1988 with hopefull results. Detection probability for gust fronts was 78%, the false alarm proba-

- 12 bility being 2.4%. Probability of a correct prognose was evaluated to be 95% and 83% for 10 minutes and 20 minutes period
respectively [21J.
By realization of automatical microburst identification
algorhythm a search for areas with increased divergence in the
Doppler velocity field is made using azimuthal section by aminimal elevation angle (usually ·o.5 degrees). According to the
simplest variant of algorhythm constatation of existing microburst is made, if a difference of radial velocities exceeding
10 m/s on a distance of 4 km is observed, and under condition,
that this threshold is exceeded by the next scan too. By a more complicated version of the algorhythm not only the difference of the Doppler velocities near the ground are analyzed, but
the structure of the cloud by elevated levels is taken into account too: presence of convergence, rotating or descending of
reflectivity cells can give additional information improving
the microbursts identification effectiveness.
Testing of microbursts identification algorhythm [12,25]
has given good results too. Comparison of automatical microbursts identification results with synchronous data obtained
by well-trained operators-radiometeorologists and by an anemometrical system for wind shear measurements LLWSAS (low level
wind shear alert system), as well as with the ground meteorological stations data lead to the conclusion, that the probability of a correct identification is about 90% by false alarm probability being 5% [12J.
An other source of danger for the air traffic is increased
turbulence observed not only near the ground, but by big alti-·
tudes too. A method for turbulence evaluation through the width
of Doppler velocities spectra is analyzed in [10,15], results
of testing under comparison with pilots reports on accelerations and vertical streams being quite well. An analogous approach to this problem based on measurement of the reflected signals spectra width for incoherent weather radars was investigated in USSR [7J.
One of the strong stimuli to accelerate the development of
Doppler radars for radiometeorological observations is the need
of operative detection of tornadoes and mesocyclones. Algarhythms of tornadoes and mesocyclones automatical detection ba-

- 13 sed on Doppler velocities field analyse were developed in NSSL·
in the middle of 80th and are a part of software for the advanced Doppler radar DWSR-88 developed by UNISYS for the national
project NEXRAD foreseeing a more universal use of this radar
as compared to TDWR in the radar network of the National Hydrometeorological Service of USA.
Use of the reflected signal's Doppler characteristics allows it, to increase significantly the identification's prob~
bility for thunderstorms and hail compared to traditional algorhythms for incoherent radars. As an· additional mark of potential danger . the presence of increased divergence of radial
velocities near the cloud's top can be used [33].
3. Hazardous· events criteria for polarization radars.
Operational use of double polarization radars is now compared to Doppler meteorological radars only in experimental
testing, so it is not appropriate so far,.to do any final judgements. Nevertheless, it is possible, to point out some directions, in which double polarization can lead to significcnt advantages concerning the hazardous events identification. Recent
experience has shown, that differential reflectivity ZDR ls a
quite usefull and easily measured characteristic of meteorological objects. joint measuring of Z and ZDR allows it, to identify clearly the hail zones, where by big values of Z the differential reflectivity ZDR is very small or even negative [23],
both parameters being big for intensive rains (see fig.3) ..
Some authors believe [11,19,27,30], that ZDR-value can be
used for ascending and descending streams identification in
clouds and precipitation. Ascending streams, carrying big liquid drops over the zero isotherm, are characterized by positive
ZDR-values above the thaw layer, while descending streams, containing solid hydrometeors under zero isotherm, can have small
or negative values of ZDR. In the first case, supercooled drops
can be the source of the aircrafts hazardous icing; in the second situation intensiv descending streams can lead to creation
of hazardous microbursts near the ground.
So we can state, that a number of reliable criterions for
the hazardous weather events identification are developed re-
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- 15" cently under consideration of the physical structure of these
events as well as of the technical characteristics of the meteorological radars.
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1. Introduction
Tropical cyclones are the meteorological hazards which
affect large areas of the low- and mid-latitudes. As a part of
operational activities for disaster prevention, when tropical
cyclones are situated over the open sea (data void area), requested are wind data ~round them for the numerical weather
predictions to perform bette~ prediction; When they approach the
coastline, requested is the nowcasting of their maximum winds,
centers, sizes, motions.
This report reviews utilizations of
Doppler radars to meet the operational demand.
In this aspect,
Doppler radars are considered as one element of a "global monitoring system" (generalized concept of the Global Observing
System) for monitoring tropical cyclones.
We explain a direct observation technique, a tropical cyclone detection algorithm, a Vertical Azimuth Display applications, the concept of the potential-vortex fit, synthetic dualDoppler analyses for land-based Doppler radars. We also explain
pseudo dual-Doppler analyses, a combined analysis of Omega dropwindsonde and Doppler radar and the concept of the VTD method for
airborne Doppler radars.

2. Land-based Doppler radar
2.1. Direct observation technique
Baynton (1979) demonstrated, through a simulation study, the
value of single Doppler radar measurement of maximum wind speeds
in a hurricane eyewall. He considered a scenario in which a
hurricane centered 200 km south-southwest of Galveston was moving
north-northeast (Fig.1). AS-band Doppler radar of 13.38 m/s
unambiguous velocities is imagined to be located at Galveston.

i

He simulated the distribution of the component of wind toward the
ra~ar site resulting from the wind field on the average structure
of Atlantic hurricanes reported by Shea and Gray (1973) (Fig.2).
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Fig.1 Map of the Gulf of Mexico showing location of a hurricane
approaching Galveston. (From Baynton, 1979)

Fig.2 Distribution of the component of wind towards the radar
site resulting from the wind distribution. Speeds are in knots,
positive away from radar. (From Baynton, 1979)
He overlaid a typical distribution of radar targets in a
hurricane; It is characterized by an echo-free eye with a 35 km
diameter, five spiral bands, greatest echo extent in the forward
right quadrant, least echo extent in the rear quadrant, and a
total echo diameter of about 250 km.
Figure 3 is the resultant
display of the pattern; The location and intensity of hurricane
force winds are readily interpreted from the display; The 96 kts
2

~inds that he had ascribed to the hurricane were detected unam'biguously by the radar system. This analysis shows that the
radar w0•1:d provide valuable data on the location and intensity
of the t oplcal cyclone winds. He extended that this can be
useful in providing hurricane specialists and radar operator with
a real-time physical understanding of weather events through the
single Doppler radar.

Within the limitations imposed at great ranges by impaired
radar beam resolution and the obstruction of lower heights by
earth curvature, the direct observation technique suggested by
Baynton offers the most straightforward and reliable means for
esti~ation of hurricane severity by a Doppler radar (Donaldson
1991).

12/11/70

06:00:00

. 270.0 AZ

000.0 EL

50KM OR

7.42 KT DV

Fig.3 Portrayal of the radar pattern of Fig.2 with calor coding
of Doppler velocities, for the hurricane.
Legend on the right as
i.t appears on the radar display, reading from top to bottom:
day/month/year; time in hours, minutes, .and seconds; antenna
azimuth angle; antenna elevation angle; spacing of range marks;
speed increment per calor band. (From Baynton, 1979}
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2.2. Detection algorithm
When a hurricane approaches the coastline where a Doppler
radar is located, a critical task for the radar operator will be
to determine the storm center, track and motion (Wood 1991).
Following the approach of Zrnic' et al. (1985) for the
detection of mesocyclone, Wood (1991) applied a pattern recognition technique that searches successive radar viewing azimuths
for increases of Doppler velocities within the eyewall radar
reflectivity region of a hurricane. His algorithm seeks to
detect the radius of maximum wind within the hurricane's rotating
core searching for azimuthal runs of Doppler velocity bounded by
the actual points at which the azimuthal shear changes sign,
satisfying oVd/Ro 8=0, where Vd is a peak Doppler velocity
value.
He used the Hurricane Alicia (1983) wind field data set
to test and evalua~e the performance of the proposed algorithm.
Figures 4a, 4b and 4c present the low aititude structure of
the Alicia wind field at 0300 UTC 17 August 1983, 1500 UTC 17
August 1983, and 0300 UTC 18 August 1983, respectively. The
northwest translating storm reached hurricane intensity at 0600
UTC.
The range of maximum wind decreased from 43 km to 21 km
during the 24-hr peridd.
Simulated Doppler velocity patterns of
the Alicia wind field are presented in Fig.4 d,e,f; the signature
consists of a symmetric couplet of closed contours representing
opposite Doppler velocity value. The bold, wiggly lines denote
the limits of the pattern vector and represent the location where
the azimuthal shear changes sign.
Figures 4g, 4h and 4i show estimated centers (circled plus)
and core diameters (dotted circle). Open circles and solid,
wiggly, thin circles are their verifications determined from the
Hurricane Alicia (1983) wind field data set. This results show
that the estimated core.diameter and the estimated range and
azimuth of the hurricane vortex signature center compare favorably with the Storm Centered Analysis Algorithm (SCAAL)-derived
values.
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Fig.4.
SCAAL analysis of the ground-relative wind speed in
Hurricane Alicia as it made landfall on the Texas cost at (a)
0300 UTC 17 August 1983, (b) 1500 UTC 17 August 1983, and (c)
0300 UTC 18 August 1983. Contour interval is 5 m/s.
(d)-(f)
Corresponding simulated Doppler velocity patterns of Alicia flow
field relative to the future NEXRAD radar site in the HoustonGalveston area.
Solid (dashed) contours represent flow away from
(toward) the radar, with the exception that the zero Doppler
velocity contour is the represents the direction to the radar.
Heavy, wiggly lines denote the limit of the pattern vectors.
(g)-(i) dotted circle presents circle of the estimated range (R*)
5

and azimuth (B*) (as indicated by circled plus); solid, wiggly,
th'in circle denote the radii of maximum winds.
In panels (d)(i), open circle represents the circulation center estimated
from in situ wind measurements using the SCAAL analysis; circles
plus indicates estimated range and azimuth center.
In panels (c)
and (f), the Texas coastline is in the northwest corner. (From
Wood 1991)

3.3. Monitoring the vertical wind profile
Continuous vertical profiles of the horizontal winds over
the radar site are obtained using the velocity azimuth display
(VAD) technique first described by Lhermitte and Atlas (1961).
Golver and Forsyth (1986) observed a time history of the VAD wind
profile over the AFGL Doppler weather radar during Hurricane
Gloria (Fig.5).
During morning hours, wind of 50 kts or greater
were observed to gradually approach the surface, descending
through 4,800 ft by 0821 EST, through 4,100 ft by 0916 EST, and
through 1,000 ft by 1051 EST, the approximate time of Gloria's
landfall over the Long Island, New York.
The gradual lowering of
high wind aloft in approaching storms can be extrapolated to
provide an estimate of the magnitude and timing of winds expected
at the ground.
Golver and Forsyth (1986) reported that there wer~ clues in
the single station wind field analysis to indicate in the real
time that Hurricane Gloria was not the "killer storm of the
century" as described in the media; In the northeast sector of
most hurricanes, wind and precipitation intensity increase. as the
eye wall of the storm is approached and the maximum of each is
found very near the eye wall. This .did not happen in Gloria
after landfall.
Except for the early lowering of the 50 knot
wind level, there was no significant incre~se in winds either at
high or low levels as the storm approached the radar.
This occasion provided an opportunity to observed a hurric~ne's decay through real-time analysis of the wind field data
using the NEXRAD wind analysis algorithm.
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Fig.5.
A time history of the wins profile at Sudbury, Mass.,
during the passage of Hurricane Gloria on 27 September 1985. One
barb is 10 kt, one pennant is 50 kt. (From Golver and Forsyth
1986)

2.4. Potential-vortex fit
When the hurricane eye is located beyond the maximum unambiguous range it may be inaccessible to such direct velocity
measurement as demonstrated by Baynton (1979), because it could
7

be masked by much greater returned power from precipitation in
the ,first trip. Donaldson (1989) proposed a new index called
potential-vortex fit (PVF) for diagnosis of hurricane structure
by Doppler radar when the eye region is beyond the maximum unambiguous range of the radar. This index is calculated from Fourier analysis of the wind field around the velocity-azimuth display
(VAD) scan in a horizontal circle surrounding the radar (Fig.6).

Fig.6.
Sketch of Doppler radar VAD scan, indicated by circle of
radius r, sampling a small portion of hurricane wind field,
indicated by solid arrows.
Distance·from radar to hurricane
center is R. Angles alpha are measured clockwise from the line
joining hurricane center and radar. (From Donaldson 1991)
It is postulated, as a working hypothesis, that the tangential wind field around the most intense hurricanes and typhoons
is axisymmetric, and may be characterized by an inner cored in
solid rotation surrounded by an annulus of winds decreasing
exponentially with distance from storm center, finally merging at
a distant outer radius with the ambient environmental flow.
In
the inner core of the combined vortex, solid rotation requires
that the tangential winds speed Vt.is given by VT=V 0 R/Ro for
R?RO, where RO is the radius of maximum wind speed VO.
In t.he
outer region, VT is given by VT=V 0 R0 x;Rx = CR-x for R?RO, where
x is the exponential decrease of Vt with increasing R. In a
Rankine combined vortex x=l, and the region outside the core is
characterized as a potential-vortex flow regime.
The PVF is formulated by the quotient of shearing deformation calculated from the VAD pattern by Browning and
Wexler(1968).
The resultant PVF becomes (l+x)/2, and
2
VT = CR(l- PVF) is obtained.
8

Typical mature hurricanes, supporting a radial dependence of
·vT with R- 0 · 4 - R- 0 · 6 , would have a shearing deformation of 1.4 1.6 times the curvature term, yielding PVF in the range of 0.70 8.
On the other hand, persistence of PVF of 0.5 or less probably indicate decay of the hurricane circulation; Persistent
values of PVF below 0.5 would indicate diminished wind speeds
toward the hurricane center and/or breakdown of circulation.
Figure 7 depicts profiles of tangential wind speed for several
contrasting PVF values, where the curvature is assumed to remain
inversely proportional to distance from the circulation center.

VT

i

"0
Q)

~

en

PVF = 1/2

radial distance

Fig.7.

.,..

Radial profiles of tangential wind speed for several

values of PVF, assuming inverse proportionality of curvature with
radial distance. (From Donaldson 1989}

Potential-vortex fit is a concept applicable only to tangential velocities, so the effects of translation and radial components must be removed from the total wind prior to calculation of
PVF. Consequently, PVF, expressed in directly observable terms
in the presence of storm translational motion, is

where b1 and b2 are Fourier coefficients, Vs .and as are translational speed and direction (see, Donaldson 1989, 1991). The PVF
indicates the degree to which the wind field around the VAD scan
approximates conditions in a potential-vortex flow regime.
Donaldson applied the PVF to Hurricane Gloria (1985). Fig.8
shows running means of five consecutive observations (a period of
30 minutes) of PVF and tangential wind speed.
It is interesting
to st
that the peak value of PVF occurred about 40 minuted
before tangential wind speed reached its maximum.
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Fig.B~

Half-hour running means of PVF (solid curve) and tangential wind speed ·(dashed curve) in Hurricane Gloria. (From Donaldson, 1989}

Earlier in its lifetime Hurricane Gloria had been considered
an extremely dangerous storm. A couple of days before landfall,
when Gloria was still over warm tropical waters, its maximum wind
speed was estimated to be 65 m/s. However, the hurricane lost
considerable energy as it traversed progressively cool waters off
the mid-Atlantic coast.
Peak gusts at Islip, Long Island, for
example, were only 38 m/s.
Outing the final hour the very low
values (under 0.2) for PVF and decreasing tangential speeds
strongly suggest a marked breakdown in cyclonic circulation.

The

observation of PVF in Hurricane Gloria appeared to be a reliable
indicator of the later stage of its progres~ive structural breakdown following landfall (Donaldson 1989).

2.5. Synthetic dual-Doppler analysis
Peace et al. (1968) suggested that single Doppler radar data
collected during two time periods could be used to analyze the ·
horizontal wind field associated with a convective storm if the
wind field were steady state in the reference frame of the storm;
in addition, the storm's motion must have a significant component
normal to the line-of-sight of the radar.
Thus, the bearing of
the storm center from the radar changes appreciably over the
period of observation, and the analysis method is equivalent to
standard dual-Doppler analysis techniques. (Bluestein and Hazen
1989). They referred to this technique as synthetic dual-Doppler
analysis.
The geometry of the Cartesian coordinate system (x,y) in
which synthetic dual-Doppler analysis is done for this case is
shown in Fig.9. The length of the baseline, 2d, is given by
10

c~t,

the speed of the storm, c, multiplied by the time interval
between volume scans, ~t. The orientation of the baseline, y, is
along the direction of storm motion.
The horizontal Cartesian
components (u,v) are computed from the tilted-plane wind component (u', v'=v) as follows:
u(x,y)= (R 1V1 (y+d) - R2V2 (y-d))/(2d) x cosa
v(x,y)= (R 2V2 - R1 V1 )/(2d)

( 1)

( 2)

where V1 and V2 are the radial-wind speed measurements at time
t-(~t/2) and t+(~t/2), respectively.
Vertical velocity is
ignored in (1) and (2).
This is justified when the elevation
angle of the radar is low, and terminal fall speeds are low.

y

z
2d·c t.t

_ft,___.RADAR LOCATION AT

t+-¥

I
Fig.9.
CoordinAte system used in synthetic dual-Doppler analysis
(From Bluestein and Hazen 1989).
Bluestein and Hazen (1989) used volum;:- scans at·1808 and
2008 to obtain a synth~tic dual-Doppler a: ~ysis valid at 1908.
For a storm motion of 20 km/h, the syntht
::. baseline is 40 km
long.
This baseline length is comparable Lo that used in dualDoppler analysis of convective system. The assumption of a
steady state over the 2-hour period is justified on the basis of
the sequence of reflectivity analYsis and surface analyses.
Synthetic dual-Doppler analyses using a vertical influence
radius of 0.5 km and a horizontal influence radius of 3.8 km are
shown for 0.5, 1, and 2 km AGL in Figs.10a-10c.
The center of a
cyclonic vortex, elongated in the northwest-southeast direction,
is located about 80 km to the southwest of the radar.
The center
of the vortex located by the Doppler analysis is consistent with
wind data from nearby surface-observation stations. The surface
wind direction at Oklahoma City (OKC) is backed about 30 deg from
the Doppler-analyzed wind direction at 0.5 km AGL; this backing
is consistent with the boundary-layer profiles seen in the 120011

0000 soundings at OKC.
The analyzed wind speed and direction are
similar to those found in the OKC soundings at 0.5 km AGL. At 1
and 2 km AGL the cyclonic vortex is also located about 80 km to
the northwest-southeast direction.
Winds from OKC's 1200 and
0000 soundings at 1 and 2 km AGL are qualitatively consistent
with the Doppler analysis.
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Fig.10.
Synthetic dual-Doppler analysis of the ground-relative
horizontal wind field for 1908 UTC 19 August 1983 at (a) 0.5 km
AGL, (b) 1 km AGL, and (c) 2 km AGL; locations of Doppler radar
adjusted for storm movement indicated by "X18" (1808 UTC position) and "X20" {2008 UTC position); actual radar location at
Norman is halfway between "X18" and "X20"; baseline is line
connecting "X18" with "X20"; surface winds in (a) plotted according to convention (1 full barb = 5m/s); station shown are OKC
(Oklahoma City), TIK (Tiner Air Force Base), HER (Hobart), END
(Vance Air Force Base, Enid), TUL (Tulsa), MLC (McAlester), and
SPS (Wichita Falls, Texas); winds at 0.5 km, 1km, and 2 km AGL
from 1200 UTC 19 August (labeled "12") and 0000 UTC 20 August
(labeled "00") OKC soundings plotted also in (a), (b), and (c),
respectively. (From Bluestein and Hazen 1989}.
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The advantage of "synthetic" dual-Doppler analysis is that
'only one radar is needed. When a synoptic network of radar is
operational, it is likely that many features will pass through an
area that is favorable for analysis (Bluestein and Hazen 1989).

3. Airborne Doppler radar
Many ocean tropical cyclones cannot be observed adequately by
• ground-based Doppler radars because of storm remoteness. An
airborne meteorological Doppler radar could provide the flexibility to observe these (Jorgensen 1983). Figure 11 illustrate a
scanning plane of the WP-3D tail radar antenna.
The tail radar
is an X-band system with a magnetron transmitter (Table 1).

Fig.11. Schematic diagram of the WP-3D tail radar scanning· plane.
The elevating angle (8) is varied with azimuth (~) to maintain
an antenna pointing angle that is normal to the aircraft's ground
track. (From Jorgensen 1983)
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TABLE I. Characteristics of the WP-3D airborne Doppler radar.
Transmitter frequency
9315 ± 11.6 MHz.
Pulse length
.0.5 p.S
1600 s- 1
Pulse repetition rate
60 kW
Peak output power
Transmitter type
magnetron
Linear receiver (Doppler)
55 dB
Dynamic range
Noise figure
6.5 dB
Band width
2 MHz
Logarithmic receiver (reflectivity)
80 dB
Dynamic range
Noise figure
· 7.0 dB
Beam width ·
. 1.35"
Horizontal
Vertical
1.90"
Antenna gain
40 dB
23 dB down from main beam
Sidelobe level
±25"
Azimuth coverage
drift angle, pitch, roll
Stabilization
93.75 km
Unambiguous range
12.9 m s- 1
Unambiguous velocity
5 or 10 rpm
Antenna scan rate
0.6 or 1.2"
Elevation resolution

3.1. Pseudo dual-Doppler analysis
A typical utilization of the airborne Doppler radar is to
reveal the 3-D distribution of horizontal wirids. A method for
deriving horizontal particle motions from a single airborne
vertically scanning antenna involves a ~pecifically designed
flight path that allows for the measurement of two component of
motions~
This is termed the pseude-dual-Doppler method (Jorgensen 1983). Figure 12 illustrates this concept.

Fig.12 Geometry of the pseud-dual Doppler horizontal wind calculation.
Each point within the three-dimensional grid must be
examined by two near-orthogonal rays of the vertically scanning
tail Doppler radar.
Vrl and vr 2 are the two radial velocity
components of the horizontal wind vector VH.
8 is the elevation
14

angle from the vertical and fi the pointing angle from north
(normally at right angle to the aircraft's track). (From Jorgensen 1983)

The radial component vr 1 and vr 2 are related to the three
customary orthogonal components of motion U (east.-west), V
(north-south), W (vertical) through the relation ship
V, 1 = Usinf1 1 sin0 1 + Vcosf1 1 sin0 1

+ (W + VT + VA) cosO.,
V,z

= U

( 1)

( 2)

sint12 sin0 2 + V cosf12 sin02

+ (W + VT + VA) cos82,
where e1 and e2 are antenna pointing angles relative to north,
8 1 and 8 2 are the elevation angles from the vertical, VT the
reflectivity-weighted mean terminal fallspeed of all particles
within the beam volume (and is always negative), and VA the
vertical velocity of the aircraft relative to the surface. To
solve for strictly, horizontal motions, some simplification of
(1) and (2) is necessary.
This simplification is accomplished by neglecting the term
(W + VT + VA)cos8.
Even in the presence of substantial convective vertical motions and/or small horizontal winds, this is
justified by a restriction on the elevation angles.
Eqs. (3) and
(4) can be solved for U and V:
U=

V=

J

I
[·v• cosflz _ v2 cosf12
sin{tl. - t12) sin0 1
sin02
I
sin{t1 1 - t12)

[v

J

sintJ. _ V1 sint1 1
sin02
sin0 1

2

(3)

'

•

(4 )

Vertical motions within the domain must be obtained by integrating the mass continuity equation.
Figure 13 shows an example of the Doppler-derived wind field
of the inner core of Hurricane Gloria of 1985 at 6.5-km altitude
(Marks 1990). The Doppler wind field covers a horizontal area of
144 x 144 km and extend from 0.5 to 14.0 km altitude in 0.5-km
intervals. The three-dimensional wind data were recorded in 1 h.
Flight-level wind from the same time are equivalent to a onedimensional sample 400 km in length.
Storm structure on scales
of 50 km and 1-2 h that were impossible to infer from flightlevel data can now be observed.
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Fig.13.
Time composite of the tail radar reflectivity and the
airborne Doppler-derived winds at 6.5-km altitude in Hurricane
Gloria at 0014-0113 UTC 25 Sep_tember 1985.
The analysis covers a
region 144 x 144 km and the tick marks are 14.4 km apart.
The
reflectivity is shaded at 10, 15, 23, 29, 35, and 40 dBz.
Superposed over the reflectivity field is the horizontal Doppler wind
field shown every 9 km. Also superposed over the reflectivity
and Doppler wind field is the flight track of the aircraft. (solid
line) with flight-level winds plotted at 1-min intervals.
The
wind-plotting convention is flag, 25m/s; barb, 5m/s; half barb,
2.5 m/s.
The storm center determined from flight-level observations is denoted by the hurricane symbol. (From Marks 1990)

Marks and Houze {1987a) analyzed the three~dimensional
structure of the eyewall of Hurricane Norbert (1984) using an
airborne Doppler radar.
Figure 14 shows the total wind field (V)
and the perturbation wind field (V') at the 3 km altitude. The
V' field shows a couplet ceritered at the radius of maximum wind
(about 25 km), with a cyclonic eddy 90° to the right of the storm
track (323°/143° axis), and an anticyclonic eddy 90° to the left
They insisted that the eddies are similar in
of the track.
structure and orientation to those observed in recent analytical
and numerical studies of storm motion, and are probably a result
of the movement of the storm through the environment.
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Fig.14.
Time composite of the tail reflectivity and the airborne
Doppler derived winds at 3 km altitude for 0020-0215 GMT 25
September 1984.
The analysis domain is 100 km on a side and the
tick marks are 10 km apart.
The reflectivity is shaded at 10,
20, 30 and 36 dBZ.
Superimposed over the reflectivity field in·
{a) is the total wind field {V), and in (b) the perturbation wind
field (V').
The length of thearrows indicate the strength of
the wind, where the arrow length in (b) have been multiplied by a
factor 4.5.
The storm center is indicated by the hurricane
symbol. (From Marks and Houze 1987a)

Fiorino (1987) numerically demonstrated that the behavior of
the gyres infl~ence the tropical cyclone motions.
Elsberry
(1990) explained the large-scale gyres contribute· to a propagation vector that causes the tropical cyclone to depart from a
"steering current". The magnitude of this propagation vector is
a function of the outer wind strength in the tropical cyclones·
If the gyres are oriented
and the character of the environment.
as in Fig.15a, the superposition would enhance the anticyclonic
vorticity tendency and contribute to .a westward extension of the
ridge, which would delay the recurvature of the tropical cyclone
into the westerlies.
In the second case (Fig.15b), an enhancement of the anticyclonic vorticity tendency to the east of the
tropical cyclone could contribute to a poleward turn through the
ridge, which would be accompanied by an earlier recurvature.
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Fig.15. Schematic illustrating the superpositions of asymmetric
gyre circulations (dashed) induced by the tropical cyclones such
that: (a) a westward extension of the subtropical ridge would
lead to a longer westward track; or (b) an orientation that could
potentially move the cyclone toward the ridge (provided by G.J.
Holland). (From Elsberrry 1990)

3.2. Composite analysis of dropwindsonde and Doppler data
Neumann (1981) pointed out that higher forecast errors,
which typically occurred on storms over the data-void rnid-Atlantic have been as much attributed to those storms having erratic
behavior as to the lack of synoptic data.
The Hurricane Research Division (HRD) of the NOAA/Atlantic
Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory, since 1982, conducted experiments to determine the wind and thermodynamic fields
within 1000 km of tropical cyclones in the Atlantic basin.
During these "synoptic flow" experiments, Omega dropwindsondes
(ODWs) are released from the two NOAA WP-3D research aircraft
over a 9 - 10 h period in the hurricane environment. The ODWs
measure pressure, temperature, humidity and wind as they descend
f ram f 1 ight leve 1 ( 400-500 mb) to the surf ace.
In recent years,
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the synoptic flow experiments have also involved the collection
of airborne Doppler radar data over the inner vortex core (within
about 100 km of the center). A "figure-4" pattern with 75 km
legs provides pseudo dual-Doppler coverage. (Feuer and Franklin
1991)
As a part of the HRD activities, Feuer and Franklin (1991)
reported on the results of a nested (9 nested meshes: mesh-1 is
the finest, mesh-9 is the coarsest), multi-scale, 3-dimensional
objective analysis of the wind field of the hurricane and its
environment.
The density of Doppler observations. in meshes is 3
km; the filters used on these meshes are 17, 28, and 44 km. The
ODWs in the storm environment (mesh 7) are roughly 2° apart; the
filter on mesh 7 is 4°.
Figure 16 shows the 300-850 mb layer mean wind for meshes
1-3 and 7.
The inner core analysis places the radius of maximum
wind about 19 km from the center with a maximum wind of 60-65
m/s.
Examination of the raw Doppl~r observation~ also places
the radius of maximum wind (at 500 mb) at around 18-20 km. The
mesh 7 analysis shows a well defined but much weaker vortex.
They also reported a cyclonic/anticyclonic gyr~ pair on mashes
1-3 analysis, located roughly at the radius of maximum wind,
appears to be similar to the structure observed by Marks and
Houze (1987b).

3.3. VTD method
The three dimensional wind fields within a hurricane has
been reconstructed using the pseudo-dual Doppler method (e.g.
Marks and Houze 1987). This approach requires two radial traverses of the aircraft through the hurricane· center (e.g. a
"figure 4" pattern) provided that the circulation is in a
steady-state over as much as 90 min period.
The validity of this
steady state assumption is somewhat questionable especially in
the eyewall region where the tangential wind speeds are typically
over 50 m/s. (Lee et al. 1991).
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Franklin 1991)

Carbone and Marks (1989) proposed a new Doppler analysis
concept - Velocity Track Display. (VTD) to extract primary circulation from the P-3 tail Doppler radar with only one radial
penetration through the hurricane center.
The hurricane circulation is required to remain steady over a significantly reduced
time period compared with th~ pseudo-dual Doppler method. The
limitation is about 1/2 hour for the outer rings at the edge of
the hurricane and several minutes for inner rings close to the
hurricane center.
The VTD algorithm is an adaption of the VAD technique
(Browning and Wexler, 1989) used with a ground based radar. The
harmonic analysis is done on a ring with const~nt radius from the
20

hurricane center at a certain altitude.
The geometry and the
·coordinate systems are illustrated in Fig.17.
They demonstrated
that the VTD technique is robust to resolve at least the primary
circulation within a hurricane.
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Fig.17. The geometry of the airborne Doppler radar coordinate
system (From Lee et al. 1991).
For all parameters and details,
see, Lee et al. (1991).

4. Concluding remark
The review put the stress on the operational or near operational aspects rather than research ones.
Although, the utilization of Doppler radars is 1 imi ted so fa.r in a framework of the
global monitoring system, this is a promising candidate for
monitoring exact behaviors of tropical cyclones and for producing
new data of them in the data void area.
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